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This paper investigates the local behavior of a local dynamical system ?T” 
on a Tichonov space ,Y which is perturbed in the sense that there is a net rz 
of local dynamical systems on X which converges to no. It is shown that 
if a compact set S is a local section for x,, and each n, , then there is a net 
Si 3 S of local sections of common extent which generate neighborhoods 
of S with respect to 7~~ and which converges to a local section S,, for n,) 
Moreover, S,, generates neighborhoods of S with respect to r,, . Section 2 
contains applications of this result to perturbed planar dynamical systems. 
In particular, it is shown that the fundamental periods of cycles vary 
continuously and that an asymptotically stable cycle of r0 is the limit of 
limit cycles of the rz . 
In [2, VI, 3.111, there were introduced “regular perturbations” of a 
given local dynamical system 7~~ on X. They are defined to be perturbations 
of z-a such that any point x E X, noncritical to 57” , has a local section S 
with the following properties: x E S, S generates neighborhoods of zc, there 
is an E > 0 such that S is a local section of extent E with respect to each 
perturbation sufficiently close to r,, . Remark 1.7 suggests that under the 
assumptions of Theorem I.1 the rTTz are indeed “regular perturbations” 
of nc, . Examples seem to indicate that Theorem 1.1 is the best result possible 
from the method used. The author believes that in general the vi are not 
“regular perturbations” of x0 ; i.e., in general there is no local section 
common to r(, and YF> eventually. However, the author has not found an 
example to confirm this belief. 
Notation. A local dynamical system r on a topological space X is a 
continuous partial mapping of X x R, where R denotes the set of real 
numbers, onto X which satisfies the following three conditions (where 
Xd = ?r(x, t)): 
(i) To each x E X, there exist 01~ and ,& in the set of extended real 
numbers with -CC ,< pa < 0 < 01~ < +CC and such that mrt is defined 
ifandonlyif& < t < 01~. 
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(ii) xn0 = x for each x E X. 
(iii) (xnt) 7~s = xn(t + s) holds if both xnt and either side of the 
equality is defined. 
If  the domain of QT is S x R, then n is called a dynamical system. 
A subset S of X is called a local section of extent a with respect to 7~ 
if and only if 
(i) %[--a, a] is defined. 
(ii) S f-7 (ST&) = B for 0 < 1 2 ; < a. 
S is said to generate neighborhoods of a subset S’ of X if and only if S’ C S 
and Sn(--6, b) is a neighborhood of S’ for arbitrarily small b > 0. 
In a topological space Y, it is possible to define limits of nets of subsets 
Yi C Y as foIlows. Let lim inf Yi consist of all limits of nets of points yi E Yi ; 
let lim sup Yi consist of all limits of subnets of points yi E Yi . Obviously, 
lim inf Yi C lim sup Yi . I f  equality holds, the net Y, is said to converge 
and we write 
lim Ii = lim sup Y, = lim inf Yi . 
In what follows, X will always be a Tichonov space. 
Let no be a local dynamical system on X and 7ri be a net, with directed 
set 1, of local dynamical systems on X such that 7~~ - 7~~ in the following 
sense: If  xi and ti are nets converging to x and t, respectively, and if xrOt 
is defined, then xjnitj - XGT,$, [2, VI, 3.1-3.111. A local section with respect 
to 7~~ may not be a local section with respect to arbitrarily small perturbations 
[2, VI, 3.10.11. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE LOCAL SECTIONS 
We will prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1 Let z-i be a net, with directed set I containing 0, of local dynam- 
ical systems on a Tichonov space X such that 7~~ -j VT,, . I f  S is a compact 
local section of extent a with respect to each ri and r0 , then there are subsets 
SiofX,anrEI,andab;Osuchthat,fori>r, 
(i) SC Si , 
(ii) Si is a local section of extent b with respect to 7~~ , 
(iii) Si generates neighborhoods of S with respect to nTTi , 
(iv) Si + S, . 
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Moreover, if X is locally compact, then the .S1 may be chosen compact; 
if S is locallv connected and S connected, then the S,& mav be chosen 
connected; if X is a metric space with propert! .‘I, then the ,5’; may be 
chosen locally connected. 
Let S be a compact subset of X which is a local section of extent a with 
respect to each z7 and z-” . In a significant application, S will be taken as a 
single noncritical point. By reparameterizing, if necessary, the given local 
dynamical systems, we may assume that a 2. 
Since S is a local section of length 2 with respect to each ri and v”, we 
have XT,! -# ~7~s for any s E S, and s # t in [-2, 21. We may define mappings 
fi : Sr,[- 1, 11 ---+ K by j,(~~,f) -= t for .Y E S and t E [-1, I]. Obviously, 
the fj are continuous on a compact domain. The following lemma is an 
immediate consequence of Z-, --t v~, and the definition off, . 
LEMMA I .2. Let rrj be a subnet of ri , ( t, , I, and xj E Srjti be such 
that x, --f x. Then there is a unique t such that 1 t -CL I, tj ---f t, and x E &rot. 
ThUSfj(Xj) -f&c). 
Set Ai =- SVJ- 1, l] and compactify the Tichonov space X, obtaining a 
normal space /3X with Ai as a compact subset. Now extendf, via the Tietze- 
Urysohn theorem and restrict it back to X C /3X-. To summarize, there exists 
a continuous mapping g, : S - + [- 1, l] such that f0 C g, . Define [ai , bi] as 
the smallest compact interval containing the range offi - g, ! Ai . 
LEMMA I .3. a, - 0 arzd bi --+ 0. 
PYOOf. Assume the contrary. Then there is a subnet A, of A, and xj E di 
such that i,f,(x.,) -- g&s,): ’ (1 for some a ;- 0 and all j. There exist yi E S 
and fj E [-- 1, l] such that .vj yjnjtj . Since S is compact, there is a subnet 
yk of y,i such that ys converges to an element y  of S and t, converges to 
some t E [-- I, 11. Kow .z”~ -I- ypr,$, --) yr,+, so that, by Lemma 1.2 and the 
continuity of ,qO , we have 
hi - R&a) +.fo(Yn”t) - ‘!h(Y?lt) -= .MP”t) - fo(Y~d~ ;- 0. 
This contradiction implies the desired result. 
We may extend fi - R,, 1 di to a continuous mapping li : X--f [a, , bJ 
in the same manner as we extend f. to g, . Define gi : X + R by 
Evidently, fi C gi and, by Lemma 1.3, g, - go uniformly. 
xi is defined on S x [- 1, I], so that it is also defined on a neighborhood 
Vi of S x [- 1, I]. Since S is compact and rri -+ rrO , there is a neighborhood 
I/ of S, an interval [-a1 , a11 with 01~ > 1, and a p E 1 such that, for each 
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i> p, rri is defined on I- x [-cyr , czr]. Note that if I is the set A- of non- 
negative integers, then 1; and 01~ may be chosen so that rrTi is defined on 
v  x [-a r , or] for all i. Set n = 0~~ - 1 and define h, : I- >: [-01, a] -+ A by 
h&q t) := f ,‘::, g&rTTiu) du. 
Since g, 4 go uniformly on X and vi -+ 7r0 uniformly on compact subsets 
of X >( R, we have hi 4 h, uniformly on compact subsets of X x R. 
hi has the following properties: 
(1) 12,(x:,0) = 0 for xtS; 
(2) (2h,/Pt)(x, t) = ~(gi(xTi(t + 1)) - gi(“xi(t - 1)); 
(3) (2h,/2t)(x, 0) = 1 for x E S. 
By (2) and (3), there is a neighborhood WC v  of S, an interval 
[-/3, /3] and a q > p in I such that (Gz,/at)(x, s) >. 3 for all i >p q and all 
(x, s) E W x [-/3, ,kI]. Note that, if I = N, then W and p may be chosen so 
that (L&/&)(x, s) > 4 for all i and all (x, s) E W x [-/3, /3]. Set b = minta, /3). 
Then for i > q and any x E S, 
hi&, b) > hi@, 0) = 0 > h&z, -b). 
Since hi + h, on (x} x (b} u 1x1 x {--6) and ni + n0 . There is a neighbor- 
hood U C W of S and an Y > q in I, such that for all i > r and all x E L;,;, 
h,(.x, b) > 0 > h&c, -b). 
Again note that, if I = AT, then U may be chosen so that hi(x, 6) > 0 > 
hi(x, -b) for all i and all x E U. 
LEMMA 1.4. For each i > r, the set 
Si = {.~~,f : h2('2*, t) = 0} n (DT~[---~, b]) 
is a local section of extent b with respect to nTTi . Moreover, for each i > r, 
S C int UC n C SprJ--6, b] 
and Si generates neighborhoods of S. If  I = N, then the forego&g statements 
are valid for all i. 
Proof. [2, VI, 2.6, 2.71. 
LEMMA 1.5. Si 4 S, . 
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Proof. Let Sj bc any subnrt of S, and .I) ; S, bc: such that .Y, t .t. 
I f  s $ S,, , then h,)(x, 0) + 0. Since hi ---f h, uniformly on IX} j {Oj, there 
is a neighborhood 11’ of x and an s tl such that /I,(?, 0) /= 0 for all JJ f- II’ 
and i ::~ .s. This contradicts X, t- S, and IL’, P s. ‘I’hus lim sup S, C ,5’,, . KO\V 
let s i; S,, . For any t CC (0, b/2), we have h,,(x, - f) I.__ 0 = h,,(s, 0) r: //,)(.S, f). 
Hence there is an s’ t 1 such that /z~(x, -f) ..I 0 ,I /I~(s, t) for i s’. l’i1cn 
there is a 1, E [- t, t] such that hr(x, ti) .== 0, i.e., s.TT~~, E Si . Since t was 
arbitrary, this evidently implies SC, C lim inf S, . The desired result follows 
immediately. 
In the notation of Lemma 1.4 we have 
LEMMA 1.6. For i :, I, the mapping m, : S,x[ -b, b] ---+ Si dejned by 
mi(xrit) = x ,for (x, t) E Si ;< [--6, b] zs a closed continuous mapping taking 
c: C &n-J-- 6, b] onto Si . 
Proof. See 12, VI, 2.101. 
In [3, p. 2001 it is proved that the image of a locally connected set under 
a continuous and closed map is again locally connected. A metric space M 
is said to have property 9 if, for every E > 0, 1V1 is the union of a finite 
system of connected sets with diameters at most t [3]. In a metric space 
with property .Y one may choose an open set basis consisting of open sets 
with locally connected closures. 
Local topological properties determine the topological properties of the Si , 
[2, VI, 2.121. If  S is locally compact, then the St may be chosen compact; 
if ,k- is locally connected and S connected, then the Si may be chosen 
connected; if X is a metric space with property .‘Y’, then the Si may be 
chosen locally connected. 
Colleting together all of the previous lemmas we obtain the desired result. 
Remark 1.7. It is an inimediatc consequence of [4, Theorem 51 that if 
.Y t X is a noncritical point of TT(), and ri is a net as in Theorem I. 1, then 
there is an t -, 0 such that, eventually, {~ ) Y is a local section of extent E 
with respect to each V, Hence Theorem 1.1 may be applied when S is a 
simple noncritical point of rU . 
In [2, VII, 1.61, it is proved that 
LEMMA 1.8. If 27 is a local dynamical system OIZ a 2-mantfold, then each 
local section of r which is a continuum is a curzle, i.e., homeomovphic to either 
[O, I] OY 3. 
Thus 
THEOREM I .9. In Theorem I. 1, if X is a 2-manifold and S either a singleton 
or an arc, then the Si may be chosen to be arcs. 
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2. APPLICATIONS TO PLANAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
In this section all local dynamical systems will be planar dynamical systems. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A simple closed curve J decomposes R2 into two 
components-one bounded and denoted by int J, the other unbounded and 
denoted by ext J. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let n be a dynamical system on R2. If  x t: R2, then 
L+(x) will denote the positive limit set of x with respect to W. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let C be a cycle of a planar dynamical system 7~. If  
there is an x E ext C such that L+(X) = C, then C is called an external 
limit cycle. Similarly, if there is an x E int C such that L+(x) == C, then 
C is called an internal limit cycle. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A subset S of R2 is a called a transversal relative to 
a dynamical system 7~ if and only if 
(i) 5’ is a local section with respect to n 
(ii) S is homeomorphic with either [0, I] or S, the l-sphere. 
Let nTTi be a net, with index set I containing 0, of planar dynamical systems 
such that riTi ---f 7r,, . 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C be an external limit cycle of r,, and U be a neighborhood 
of C. There are simple closed curves Ii such that, eventually, 
(i) Ji consists of a trajectorial arc of ni and a transversal ofrri , 
(ii) C C int Ji , 
(iii) int Ji is positively invariant with respect to V~ , i.e., 
(int JJ ~,~[0, + CO) C int Ji 
(iv) Ji C U. 
Proof. Let y  E C and x E ext C be such that L+(X) = C, (L+ will denote 
the positive limit set with respect to ‘rr,), and xnOIO, co) C U. By Remark 1.7 
and Theorem 1.9, there is a net Si of transversals of extent b such that 
y  is an element of each Si , S, + S,, , and Si generates neighborhoods of y  
with respect to ri . xn,[O, co) intersects S,, countably many times, [2, VIII, 
1.21. Let mot and xn,,s, t < s, be any consecutive intersections, which are 
not end-points of S, , of xn,[O, co) with S, . Then xmo(t, s) n S, = a. 
Hence xv&t, s) and the subarc of S, connecting xr,,t and xrOs forms a simple 
50.5/10/2-r I 
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closed curve JO. Moreover, by [2, VII, 4.131, int Jo is positively invariant 
with respect to rrO and CC int J,, . S, g eneratcs neighborhoods of snot 
and xrOs, [2, VII, 2.31, so that, for any t : 2 0, eventually, Si57J--e, ~1 is a 
neighborhood of both xrr,t and xnOs (-= (XT,+) ~“(5 --- t)). Since S’z --f S,, 
and ni ---f T,, , we have that S%~J--E, G] is eventually a neighborhood of 
zrr,,t and (xrOt) ni(s - t). This implies that, for c sufficiently small, 
(x57,t) ‘?T~(--E, s - t + E), eventually, intersects S, at least twice. Since 
XQT~[~, s] intersects S, exactly twice, Si --f S0 , Si is a local section of extent 6, 
and ri --j ~a , we have that, eventually, (XT,+) .irj(--e, s - f  -t t) intersects 
Si exactly twice for sufficiently small E. In analogy- to the construction of Jo , 
we may now construct simple closed curves Ji which consist of trajectorial 
arcs of ri and subarcs of Si . Since ri --f z-,, and Si + S, , we have that 
Ji + J,, . Thus Ji C U and C C int Ii , eventually. Moreover, either int J, or 
ext Ji is positively invariant with respect to ri [2, VII, 4.71. Since 
x?T”(- I) E ext J” , 
we have XT&- 1) E ext Ji , eventually. x?T,,(s + 1) (= (.~a(- I )) ?T”(s -+ 2)) 
is an element of int Jo, so that (XV,,- 1)) ni(s + 2) E int Ji , eventually. 
Hence ext Ji is not positively invariant. Therefore, int J, is positively 
invariant. This completes the proof. 
In an analogous manner it can be shown 
LEMMA 2.4. Let C be an internal limit cycle of 7r,, and II be a neighborhood 
of C. There are simple closed curves KS such that 
(i) Ki consists of a trajectorial arc of ri and a transversal of mi , 
(ii) C C ext Ki , 
(iii) ext Ki is positively invariant with respect to ri , 
(iv) Ki C II. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let C be an asymptotically stable cycle qf n,, and U 
be a neighborhood of C. Then there exist neighborhoods Vi C U of C such that 
eventually Vi is positively invariant with respect to rri . 
Proof. Let Ji and Ki be as in the conclusion of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, 
respectively. Then CC int Ji n ext Ki C U. int Ji n ext Ki is a positively 
invariant neighborhood of C since int Ji and ext Ki are such. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let C be an asymptotica2ly stable cycle of n,, and U be a 
neighborhood of C. Then eventually U contains a limit cycle of rri . 
Proof. Since C contains no critical points and ri - rr,, , there is a compact 
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neighborhood WC U of C such that eventually W contains no critical 
points of rri . Let vi C W be positively invariant neighborhoods of C with 
respect to ni . Let x E Vi . The positive limit set L,+(x) of x with respect 
to 7~~ is a subset of W. W contains no critical points of 7~~ , Hence L,+(x) 
is a limit cycle [2, VIII, 1.1 I]. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let rri be a net, with directed set I containing 0, of planar 
dynamical systems such that ri ---f TT,, and Ci be a net of cycles, Ci having 
fundamental period -ri with respect to xi . If lim inf Ci intersects a cycle C, , 
then 7i - 70 and lim Ci = C, . 
Proof. From [4, Theorem 51, it follows that there is an (Y > 0 such that 
0 < 01 < 7i for all i. Let y  E C, n lim inf Ci . Then there is a net yi E Ci 
with yi + y. By Remark 1.7, {y} is a local section of some positive extent 
with respect to nTTo and 7~~ , eventually. Let Si be a net of transversals whose 
existence and properties are given by Theorems 1.6 and 1.9. Let U be a 
neighborhood of y  such that S,,7r0[--e ~1 is a neighborhood of 0. Since 
7~~ --f g0 and Si + S, , Sirri[-c, G] . is eventually a neighborhood of u .^ 
Hence yi E SinJ-e, e] eventually. Moreover since yi + y  and niTi --f ?rO , 
eventually we have yirr’i7,, E Sjrri[-e, ~1. Thus there are si , ti E [-E, G] such 
that yirisi E Si and (ylmi~J riti E Si . A c c e y  1 intersects a transversal at a 
unique point [I, VII, 4.41, so that yirisi = (~~“~7~) nzti , i.e., 
yi = ypi(To + t+ - SJ. 
Thus 
7() + ti - si = h.7. t Zl ki an integer, 
eventuahy, since ~~ is the fundamental period of Ci . Now 0 < (Y < 7i 
and 1 ti /, j si / < E may be made arbitrarily small so that it follows that 
~~+t~-s~:;7~.Then/7,- 7i / = 1 ti - si / < 2~ and hence ri -+ 7,, . 
We now show that lim Ci = C, . Since yi + y, we have yinit -+ yr,,t 
for all t E R; so that C, C lim inf Ci . Now let z E lim sup Ci . Then there is a 
subnet Cj of Ci and zj E Cj with zj ---f Z. Hence zj E yjnj[O, T?] = Cj ; so 
that yj = .zjrjtj with 0 < tj < 7j --f 7,, . Thus, without loss of generality 
we may assume that the net zj was chosen so that tj ---f t. Then 
y  + yj = .zjTrjtj --z m,t. 
Thus z E C, and hence lim sup Ci C C, . Therefore, 
C, C lim inf Ci C lim sup Ci C C, and lim Ci = C, . 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.9 generalizes, to nondifferentiable dynamical systems, a result 
from differential dynamical systems, [5, Theorem 11. 
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